Similar results for functionals continuous in the Hubert topology are given in [1] , [4] , [5] , [6] and [7] . In each of these papers the functions x(s) of Wiener space are approximated by linear combinations of the first n indefinite integrals {&(£)} of a certain complete set of orthonormal functions {#<(*)}.
The approximation for x(t) turns out to be Σί=ι c i( χ )βi(t) where the <?<(#)' s are Stieltjes integrals of x(s) with respect to the α's. When x(t) is replaced by this approximation in F[x(')] a standard Wiener integration formula can be applied. If
F is required to be continuous in the Hubert topology, [4] and [5] show there is (as might be expected) considerable choice in the C.O.N. set. However the uniform topology seems more natural to use in Wiener space and when continuity in this topology is required it may be there is not so large a choice. The Haar functions seem a reasonable choice to try and it is these the author has used.
Let C be the space of real functions continuous on [0, 1] and which vanish at zero. Let {h n (s)} be the Haar functions normalized to be right continuous and to vanish at s = 1. The approximation of this paper applies to
(This is the kernel commonly used now whereas that used in [1] , [4] and [5] In connection with Radon integrals the symbol \ will be used Jo rather than 1 (w)l and d subscripted with n subscripted s's will be reJo Jo placed by d {n) . Another abbreviation is given by the following equation:
is defined on C we define I n (F) and /.(JF') by the following equations provided the right hand sides have meaning.
2. The principal theorem* The following theorem and corollary are the main results of the paper. THEOREM 6. Let F[x] Under the conditions of the above theorem a specific estimate of error is given by
where M is the constant given in Lemma 2 with P replaced by 3D/2.
The following theorems (except Theorem 2) and two lemmas are the main results used in the proof of Theorem 6. These theorems are analogous to correspondingly numbered theorems in [4] . In fact Theorems 3 and 5 are identical to those of [4] and so proofs for them will not be given. THEOREM 
(i) The p(s, t) series converges, the convergence being uniform in
( 
ii) p(s, t) is continuous in t for each fixed s.
(iii) \\p(s, •) -p n (s, )|| is measurable in s. (iv) \\p(8, )-^(s, .)ll^31/n^. (v) //, for xeC,F[x]=K 0 + Σ [φi) xis^d^K^ , s,) in
]). For each xeC, the graph of x n (t) is an inscribed polygon of the graph of x(t). The graph of x n+1 (t) has at least the same vertices as that of x n (t) and {x n (t)} converges uniformly to x(t).
Some notation, now to be given, is used in Lemma 2 below. For fixed xeC and ae(0, £) let φ a [x] be the infimum of h > 0 such that \x(f) -x{t")\ ^h\f -t"\ a for t ' and t" in [0, 1] . (that such h exists for almost all xeC has been shown by N. Wiener [10] 
In fact for any N> i
Particular suitable choices for G t and G 2 are
} /or fc < \ and arbitrary real M. 
The proof of Theorem 6 and its corollary follows. Let
If now F is replaced by P + Q the integrals can be combined and, because of Theorems 1, 3 and 5, the part involving P disappears.
(The detailed argument is exactly the same as that in [4, pp. 64-65] where all symbols and theorems used there are to be replaced by the corresponding ones of this paper. See also the note after (2.1))» What is left is 
) ^ exp (if {max x(t)} 2 ) + exp (j£{max [-x(t)]} 2 )
and
Jo
(for the distribution of maxx(t) see [3] ).
The estimate (2.7) used first with Theorem 4 and then with Theorem 1 (iv) provides the estimates of the right sides of (2.5) and (2.6). The estimate given in the corollary follows at once as does also the order estimate of the theorem.
3* Proof of Theorems 1, 2 and 4* As noted in §2 after the statement of Theorem 6, only Theorems 1, 2, and 4 remain to be proved. Yeh's lemma [8] and Ciesielski's lemma [2] provide a proof for Theorem 4. The lemma due to Ciesielski will be used in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. An outline of the proof of this lemma will follow. First there will be noted that there is a natural double indexing of the Haar functions: (8) : n = 0, 1, 2, ., k -1, 2, ..., 2 n .
A corresponding double indexing applies to the β's. It will be convenient to speak of "the nth cycle of a's (β'&): n *> 0" by which will be meant {a
is not in a cycle. Now it is fairly easy to prove by induction than any partial sum of the cβ-series to at least the end of the (N -l) th cycle gives the value of x(t) for all t of the form l/2 N : I -1, 2, , 2 N and that the graph of this partial sum is polygonal with vertices precisely those points where the graph of the partial sum agrees with the graph of x{t). The conclusions of the lemma are thus obtained.
The proof of Theorem 2 follows:
First there is noted that a functional continuous in the uniform topology is Wiener measurable. Lemma 1 together with Lebesgue's bounded or dominated convergence theorem completes the proof of (i) or (ii) respectively. That (2.3) or (2.4) provide suitable choices for the G's follows from the formula for the integral of a functional of (£) which yields
Jc Jc and the last integral clearly converges for the conditions given on p and h in (2.3) and (2.4). Next is given the proof of Theorem 1. with the series which converges, yields the conclusion of (i).
(ii) That ρ(s, t) is continuous in t for each fixed s follows at once from uniform convergence of a series of continuous functions.
(iii) To show that \\ρ(s 9 •) -p*(s, )ll is measurable in s, ρ n (s, ί) will first be calculated. Note that n <* log 2 Λ ^ ^ + 1. Now (8) To estimate the first part it will be noted that, for any i, the maximum difference between the graph of sin (i -i)πt and the k th polygonal approximation, viz. (sin (i -i) [7, p. 464] ) and the proof is complete.
P*(s, ί) = -Σ (the Stieltjes integrals exist since p(s, u) is continuous in v)
Finally there follows the proof of Theorem 4. Let k be such that 
